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www.ayescelik.com

http://www.ayescelik.com/


AYES COMPANY HISTORY

1978: Ayes Çelik Hasır has been established in Isparta, Turkey and started wire mesh production. 

2000: Ayes has increased production capacity by establishing modern factory in İzmir, Turkey. 

2006: By establishing Dilovası factory, Ayes has become the largest wire mesh manufacturer in Turkey. 

2011: Ayes has widened its product range by installing panel fence production facilities

2015: Ayes has installed reinforcement stand production machinery

2017: Ayes has doubled its production capacity by investing in a new automatic wire mesh welding 
machine.



OUR FACTORIES

AYES İzmit Dilovası Factory:
 12.500 m2 Indoor , 31.000 m2 total production area
 100.000 tons wire mesh production line annual capacity
 +160 professional employees
 9 production lines



OUR FACTORIES

AYES Kemalpaşa İzmir Factory:
 7.000 m2 indoor , 14.000 m2 total production area
 50.000 Ttons wire mesh production line
 +160 professional employees
 Wire mesh and fence production



OUR PRODUCTS

(Welded) Wire Mesh:
 Local (TS 4559) and international (EN, BS, DIN, ASTM) standards production



OUR PRODUCTS 

Cold drawn rebar and coil:
 Cold drawn rebar: 6mm, 5mm and above diameters, local and international standards, custom dimensions
 Cold drawn rebar in coil: 6mm – 14mm diameters



OUR PRODUCTS 

Panel Fence Systems:
 Multiple color options , customs dimensions



AYES QUALITY POLICY  

Quality Policy:

As Ayes Steel ; 

Our fundamental principle is to perceive customer expectations in the wire sector in the best way and to 
ensure customer satisfaction, the wishes and expectations of all interested parties and shareholders.

According to our principle ; 
- We will increase the individual contributions of our employees through essential training and ensure the 
participation of all our employees in the quality management system.
- We will work with goals and we will do our utmost to achieve them.
- We will fulfill our legal responsibilities fully and completely.
- By ensuring the continuity and constant improvement, we will comply with the conditions of the quality 
management system.



AYES – GLOBAL REACH

AYES EXPORT 

We export our products to Europe, Middle East, Asia and Africa at the moment. 

Ayes aims to develop regional products to serve various standards all over the world. 



AYES CERTIFICATES 

TS 4559 Wire Mesh 
Certification

Soon to be completed: CARES 
certification BS 4482 and BS 4483 

ISO 9001-2015 Certificate


